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Abstract
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Tangible User Interfaces (TUIs) allow the
representation of digital information via a number of
sensory modalities including the haptic, visual and
auditory senses. In this paper we suggest that the
visual component of many TUIs dominates over the
physical, to a detriment in the quality of the physical
interaction. In order to investigate the possibilities of
interacting with a less visually biased TUI we explore
the extreme case of an almost entirely non-visual
interface.
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We present an exploratory design of a Feelable User
Interface (FUI), allowing the physical manipulation of
an object over a textured surface whilst visually hiding
both object and texture. This initial test investigates
basic interaction with a FUI; the further aim is to guide
the design of a FUI that allows the digital control of
physical surface texture. Our aim in developing FUIs is
to open up a novel design space for developing new
TUIs, based upon the concepts of nuanced haptic
interactions and a decreased reliance on the visual
representation of information.
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Introduction
There have been many explorations on interfaces [3, 6,
11] that initialized or followed the paradigm of tangible
interaction [6], but so far none have been designed to
deliberately hide the tangible object from the users
view. Three potential advantages of non-visual or
blinded tangible interfaces motivate this work:

Figure 1. Modified TUI interaction
model with visual and physical
(tangible) representation.

1. Modality coupling. Many tangible interfaces include
grasping and rearranging objects [3, 7, 11]. From
cognitive science we know that grasping an object
involves visual and tactile modalities [2,4] and as long
as vision is available, that modality is perceived
dominantly [9]. But as soon as vision is avoided,
proprioception and haptic perception gain more weight
in human perception [8]. In comparison to vision,
which can be missing while grasping objects; the sense
of touch is always perceived. That is a strong argument
to assume that haptic is the most appropriate coupled
modality to tangible interaction. Some investigation is
done for touch [5] and gesture [10] performance on
differently shaped surfaces. Surprisingly we found
neither research that investigates performance or
perception of surface of different surface structure nor
interacting with non-visual tangible interfaces, except
of research addressing needs of impaired users. We see
a research gap in the topic of tactile perception of
different surface types that we aim to address in this
project.

2. In-body perception. Tangible user interfaces do not
commonly combine active (modulated) haptic feedback
alongside the passive haptic feedback gained from
object manipulation. TeslaTouch [1] provides haptic
computer output for motion feedback to simulate
surface structure when a finger is sliding above a touch
screen through electric stimulation. That actuation
technology varies in actuation frequency and strength
and stimulates receptors for simulating object touches
above different surface structures such as it is known
from everyday experience. Our approach aims
exploring the human sensibility of surfaces without any
visual support. We want to understand the richness of
in-body perception while moving an object above a
surface from the human perspective.
3. Design space. This investigation of non-visual
tangible interfaces aims to map out and expand a
lesser-explored area of the overall tangible user
interface design space. In doing so we hope to gain
insights that could be applied to the design of more
general tangible user interfaces. We will conclude this
paper with some interface ideas that take advantage of
our findings and that inspire further investigations.

Tangible User Interfaces
Our project is inspired by Ullmer‟s and Ishii‟s
Frameworks for Tangible User Interfaces (TUI) [6]. The
TUI model is meant to have a modality weight shifting
from the culturally predominant visual paradigm of
human-computer interaction onto physicality through
using physical instead of graphical objects for
representing and controlling digital content (see Fig. 1).
Even though in a TUI physical objects are usually
controlled through readjusting and moving them

Figure 2. FUI interaction model
without visual but physical
(feelable) representation.

physically, the perception of these physical objects or
tokens still dominated by their visual representation
rather their physical characteristics. For instance, the
tokens of the reacTable [3] that represent the same
class of objects are shaped equally and even the
objects of different classes differ just little in their
physical design. For distinguishing the different objects,
icons and colors are stacked on their top and allow
visual recognition by the users. In the Urp interface [7]
the physical objects have no labels or different colors
and are just model buildings of different shapes. But
these forms are also perceived visually, so can be „read‟
without hands-on tangible exploration. In the Slurp
project [11], not the objects but a function (moving
content) is represented physically through a pipette
that is standing for a physical container that stores
digital content for moving it from one computer to
another. In all these projects, despite physicality being
the investigated aspect, vision is still having a dominant
function for displaying information that is linked to the
objects; for distinguishing the objects, for recognizing
the position of an object and its relation to other ones,
and for creating appearance and aesthetics of the
interface. In general the tangible interface is first
perceived and explored visually before tangible
exploration of the interface takes place.

Blindfolded TUI: Feelable User Interfaces
We believe that the characteristics of TUI can be
investigated more precisely if the physicality of the
interface and its components, such as objects and
system feedback, are not represented visually at all
and therefore cannot be seen. In this project we
develop a Feelable User Interface, which we understand
as a subset of Tangible User Interfaces (see Fig. 2) for
investigating the isolated tangible aspects of tangible

interfaces in a more controlled setting through avoiding
visual representations at all. Instead of using the visual
appearance of physical objects, we are exploring other
attributes that are given by physicality “for free” that
means attributes that are naturally embodied in
physicality, such as weight, friction; but also embodied
interaction rules that come with physicality, such as
gravity and the fact the in one position there can
always just be one physical object. Moreover, we want
to take advantage of natural physical feedback. For
instance, object movements generate a specific sound
when moved corresponding to their material and the
material of the surface they are being moved across.
Furthermore, the characteristics of the movement, such
as speed, direction, collision or bouncing, can be
distinguished by sound characteristics. These
information or “free advantages” that are embodied in
natural object movements might help supporting to
control digital objects through giving naturally
suggested beside information (feedback) that is known
from controlling real physical objects.
In contrast to this conceptual matching approach for
interaction feedback between digital and physical
interactions there are also conceptual mismatches
between digital and physical object control. For
instance, in digital object control there is the
opportunity to cut out an object in one place and to
paste it at a different place without having a movement
in between. Also an object can be reproduces if there is
one existing example. This is usually done through copy
and paste actions. Moreover, deleting a digital object
does not leave any garbage, which is not possible with
physical objects. Furthermore, scaling and editing
objects is from our perspective a design challenge for
tangible and feelable user interfaces. From our

perspective, tangible user interfaces were using
physical advantages for designing digital interfaces that
include the benefit of embodied knowledge of dealing
with object from interacting with real things. To the
authors‟ knowledge, no tangible interfaces have been
developed that explore how to apply digital control
actions onto physical objects which do not exist in the
physical world, such as cut, copy, paste and delete. In
this project, we want to find ways to represent these
digital actions physically and tangibly, and we want to
keep as close as possible to the TUI concept by
avoiding the use of visual material.

Exploration
Our goal is to explore tactile perception of textured
surfaces that tangible objects are moved above. In this
initial exploration, we want to get a fundamental
understanding of the user perception of different
surface structures and are questioning:
Figure 3. Surfaces for exploring
haptic experience while dragging an
object above: (1) no structure (2)
linear structure (3) small dot
pattern (4) large dot pattern.

Research question
1. How different surface structure (smooth, rough,
linear, with cut-out elements, see Fig. 3) are perceived
if a tangible object is moved above.
2. Whether or not the structure is suggested to be part
of the object or of the surface the object is moved
above.

Figure 4. Experimental setup
showing (a) magnet, (b) ballbearing and (c) textures.

We have chosen the four different surface structures
(ref. question 1 and see Fig. 3) because they are wide
spread in physical object design and tangible
interaction usually tends to refer to everyday physical
experiences. Question 2 is inspired by the opportunity
to fake perception and simulate physical stimuli, as has
been achieved previously [1].

Set-up
Our apparatus allows for dragging a single object above
different surface structures without any visual key
through adding a physical layer between the touch and
the object. The object we are using is a bearing ball
and stands for a physical mouse pointer. The actual
action of ball movement is hidden insight a black-boxset-up (see Fig. 4) and the surface is changing
structure where it touches the bearing ball. All surfaces
are made of the same material (plexi-glass) to avoid
that the material affects the surface perception and as
plexi-glass can easily be changed in structure through
laser cutting. We have chosen a magnet to transfer the
kinetic energy of the user‟s hand to the object because
that de-coupled layout allows faking perception in
further work. For instance using an electronic magnet
and changing the force may give the illusion of
changing friction or object weight. Frequently changing
forces might fake the illusion of various surface
structures, such as those we produced physically (see
Fig. 3) and therefore allow for digitally mediated
analogue interactions.
Our approach is motivated by the belief that the
mixture of computer controlled analogue and digital
world offers the possibility of creating physical illusions
that are difficult to achieve physically, such as changing
the surface or size of an object.

Conclusion and Future Work
This paper presents the first step to investigate
whether or not changing surface texture effects
perception when dragging objects above and where the
surface change is suggested by the user: at the ball or
and the surface of the plexi-glass where the ball is
moved above. We plan a user study to investigate

these two questions in a controlled set-up where
participants will be asked to solve some dragging tasks
and fill questionnaires afterwards about their
perception. Our hypothesis is that users can distinguish
between all four surface types. Furthermore we are
questioning whether the participants feel that the
texture is experienced as coming from underneath the
magnet or from the unseen ball-bearing below.
Future work after this initial study will involve
developing actuation of the textured surfaces, allowing
the computational control of the texture positions,
spacing and patterns.
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